1. Introduction. In 1959, Moser [4] posed the following problem: how should a pair of «-sided dice be loaded (identically) so that, on throwing the dice, the frequency of the most frequently occurring sum is as small as possible? This can be recast in the following form: determine for each «(^1), the polynomial P n (x) which minimizes the maximum coefficient in the polynomial Pl(x) subject to the conditions that the coefficients of P n (x) are nonnegative and sum to unity.
In this paper we discuss various problems related to the problem of Moser, and also provide counter-examples to a conjectured solution of Moser's problem due to Clements [2] . The problems considered are the following:
The Conjugacy Problem. Given a polynomial P n (x)=p 0 +p 1 x+ bp n x n , with IJLoPi** 1 » determine the polynomial Q n (x)=q 0 +q 1 x+-• -+q n x n , with j?. 0^= l, so that the coefficients of the polynomial iW*) =^n (*)ô w (*)= = f"o+ r i*H H r 2n x 2n are as nearly equal as possible.
The Minimum Conjugate Pair Problem. Given integers m, n>l, determine the polynomials P m (x) and Q n (x) with J^Lo/^^îU?^!» so ^a t * e coefficients of the polynomial R m+n (x)-P m (x)Q n (x) are as nearly equal as possible.
The Minimum Square Problem. Given an integer n> 1, determine the polynomial P n ( x ) wit* 1 Zi-o/^l so ^a t ^e coefficients of the polynomial i? 2n (^)=pj(^) are as nearly equal as possible.
For each of these three problems, if we denote by k the degree of the product polynomial R k (x), then since the sum of the coefficients of R k (x) is also unity, we wish R k (x) to be close to the polynomial I k (x)=ll(k+l){l+x-{ hx k }. We consider the following three criteria: Existence of solutions to these problems can be demonstrated by a standard compactness argument. However, the solutions are not all necessarily unique (the l x and l^ norms for example are not strict).
In the following three sections we obtain some analytic results and also discuss some numerical techniques for solving these problems. In the last section, Moser's problem is formulated as a nonlinear programming problem. A numerical technique is developed to obtain local minima for the problem. The minimum values produced by this technique for «=3,5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are less than the minima suggested by Clements, thus disproving his conjecture. with 2JL 0^= 1, we wish to determine a polynomial Q n (x)=q 0 +q 1 x+-
with 2^0^=1, so that the coefficients of the polynomial
x2n are as nearly equal as possible (i.e. we wish R 2n (x) to be close to the polynomial J 2n (x)=l/(2/i+l){l+*+-• -+x 2n }). We shall say that Q n (x) is conjugate to the polynomial P n (x). We show that the determination of the coefficients of Q n (x) using the 1 ± and /^ criteria can be accomplished by linear programming, whereas the l 2 problem can be reduced to the solution of a system of linear equations.
We first note that the coefficients of R 2n (x) are given in terms of the coefficients of P n (x) and Q n (x) by the following matrix equation:
We re-write this as r=yl 3J q.
The / x criterion. In the l x case we wish to minimize 2?=o lo-1/(2/7 +1)| subject to the linear constraints r=^f 3) q, 2? = o(7i=l. Following Barrodale and Roberts [1] , we introduce nonnegative variables w i? v j9 s i9 t i9 and put r j -ll(2n + l)=u j -v j for y'=0, 1, . . . , 2ft, and q i =s i -t i for i=0, !,...,«. The minimization may be accomplished by solving the following linear programming problem: minimize
Here, u and v are (2«+l)-dimensional column vectors, and s, t and e are (n+1)-dimensional vectors, e being a vector of ones. The / 2 criterion. In the / 2 case, the minimization of Q*2 0 fo-l/(2«+l)) 2 } 1/2 is equivalent to the minimization of 2," 0 r) 9 since 2?=o 0= 1-The constraints are the same as in the previous case, namely r=A P q, ^^^=1. This is a quadratic programming problem which can be solved by introducing Lagrange multipliers ^o, i^i» • • • ' A*2n> an d ^, and considering the auxiliary function F defined by
where A°v is they-th row of A p . If we set the partial derivatives of F equal to zero and eliminate // 0 , ^l 9 ... , // 2n , the problem reduces to that of solving the system of linear equations ,e T oj fq" = "0"
where B=A%A P and e and 0 are the («+l)-dimensional column vectors of ones and zeros respectively. We note the matrix A v is of full rank n+l. The / oe criterion. In the /«, case we wish to minimize w=max 0 < i < 2w 1^-1/(2/1+1)1 subject to 1=^4^ and 2^=0 ?i =1 -Putting r j -ll(2n+l)=u j -v j ,j=0, I,. . . ,2n, and q-Si-ti, /=0, 1,. . . , rc, we obtain the following linear programming problem: minimize w subject to Uj-VjKw and -Uj+Vj^w fory=0, 1,. . . , 2n; "si 
.tj i=0
In practice, it is more efficient computationally to solve the dual formulation of this linear programming problem. The problem of minimizing the maximum coefficient of R 2n (x) subject to the additional constraints ^>0, /=0, 1,... , n, can similarly be recast as a linear programming problem. Also, these methods can be used for polynomials P m (x) and Q n (x) of differing degrees. Finally, we note that, given polynomials P m (x) and R m+n (x), the problem of determining the polynomial Q n (x) so that P m (x)Q n (x) best approximates R m+n (x) can also be solved by these techniques.
3. The minimum conjugate pair problem. Given integers m, «>1, we wish to determine polynomials P m (x) and Q n (x), with ^LoPi^^El^o 5 r »=l 5 so that the co- 
We note that Q 2 k+i(~-l) = Q> and hence Q 21c+1 {x) has a factor (x+l). However, there does not appear to be a convenient analytic technique for obtaining the quadratic factors of Q 2 k+i( x ) * n general. A numerical solution may be obtained by using Bairstow's method (see for example Frôberg [3] ).
In the l ± and 1^ cases, when either m or n is even, we can obtain an exact factorization of I m + n (x) as in the / 2 case. A possible numerical technique when m and n are both odd is to select the coefficients ofP {^\ x) arbitrarily, and then compute the polynomial Qn\x) which is conjugate to P ( m(x). The polynomial P^ix) is then chosen to be conjugate to Qn } (x) and the process repeated until the coefficients of the polynomials P {^( x) converge. This algorithm has been tried and used successfully. The disadvantage of the method is that it can converge to local minima and hence a global minimum cannot be guaranteed.
The minimum square problem.
Given an integer n, the minimum square problem is to determine the polynomial P n (x) with ^= 0 p { =l so that the coefficients of Pl(x) are as nearly equal as possible. The following iterative technique has been tried for each of the three criteria. The coefficients p Q ,px,. . . ,p n are selected arbitrarily, subject to the condition 27=0Pi~ 1-We denote this polynomial by Pn\x). The polynomial Q^ix), which is conjugate to Pl 0) (x), is then computed using the methods of §2. The polynomial Pn\x) is then computed by This process is repeated until a polynomial i 5 * (x) is produced which is conjugate to itself.
In the / 2 case, this algorithm has proved successful. The method was tried using several starting values for various values of n. The convergence of the method appears to be linear, and the convergence rate is approximately \. In Table I , we list the coefficients of P^(x) (to 6 d.p.) obtained by this method for n=l, 2,. . . , 6. In the l ± and /«, cases the method may not converge for all starting values, and can also converge to local minima which are not necessarily global minima. [ then we obtain a linear programming problem. The solution of this problem by the simplex method yields new estimates /?* + \ z=0, 1,... , n. This algorithm is not guaranteed convergence from all starting values, and may also converge to a local minimum. However, the algorithm usually converges in practice and the convergence rate is very rapid.
In Table II we list the polynomials P*(x) of degrees one through ten which we obtained by using the above technique repeated for each value of n for twenty different arbitrary starting polynomials P n {x). For n= 1, 2 and 4 we reproduce the values of Clements, but for all other values of n which we tried, our method yields smaller maximum coefficients, thus disproving Clements' conjecture. 
